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Autonomous constitution is a requirement for countries United Nations Security Council and 
General Assembly. The Constitution is founded to promote the nations of Western Sahara in 
the right hand direction for national self-determination for the introduction of sovereignty. 
The  current  situation  is  right  for  national  self-determination  is  neglected  and  blocked. 
Kingdom  of  Morocco  forbids  uses  the  resolutions  of  the  Security  Council  of  the  United 
Nations and abuses, political power in Western Sahara.
The Kingdom of Morocco brutally damages the nations of Western Sahara and runs public 
occupation,  abuse  obtaining  finance  from  industry  and  uses  territory  for  economic 
cooperation which is headed for blocking international parties who are interested in obtaining 
the vote in a National self-determination.
Kingdom of Morocco constantly prejudicial to the rights of the nation of Western Sahara, 
violates the Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations and constantly mock a media 
briefing attempts to communicate abroad. The Kingdom of Morocco brutality blocks other 
interested persons on national determination and drive them out of the country into exile. 
Kingdom of  Morocco brutally  harms everyone who is  interested  to  vote  for and support 
RASD or in any way against the Kingdom of Morocco. Then, the Kingdom of Morocco will  
begin to advertise that no one is interested to choose the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic 
or another  candidate  of  sovereignty.  Everybody  must  have  scared  publish  his  interest  to 
support another candidate of sovereignty. Therefore, a nation of Western Sahara must live 
without adequate quality of life, good food, health, education, communication skills, public 
option. Because the mistake, the Kingdom of Morocco has the right to maintain autonomous 
sovereignty from the United Nations Security Council, so is the life of Western Sahara in the 
value  of  the  concentration camp who are  being occupied by foreign  traders  and larceny. 
Larceny which allows the Kingdom of Morocco. 
Western Sahara is a territory in which he lives Nation which the decades of rejects sovereignty 
under the rule of the Kingdom of Morocco.

Therefore I Peter Gottwald please the United Nations Security Council for your support and 
appreciation for my proposal for autonomous sovereignty which encourage for national self-
determination.
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Chapter One
Constitution

1. Constitution is based autonomous sovereignty that was politically Awarded from the United 
Nations  Security Council.  Given in a  Security Council  resolution.  The Security Council 
granted permission to temporarily created Sovereignty in the territory of Western Sahara 
until then, until the legal decisions on the national self-determination. At a time when the 
nation is legitimate and in accordance with all the rights, develop a common decision for the 
election  of  a  new  sovereign  government  of  the  country  according  to  national  self-
determination, then at the same time the constitution of the autonomous government ceases 
to exist and a new constitution and sovereignty of the country establish an alliance which 
was designated by the national self-determination.

2. The  Constitution  is  based  on  the  partition  President's  Council  of  Ministers,  ministries, 
central banks, the courts of the country.

3. Constitution and any action by the country's government must always pay attention to all 
human rights and the Charter and the Declaration of the United Nations.

4. Immediately after the foundation of the jurisdiction of the autonomous government for the 
territory  of  Western  Sahara,  then  it  must  be  set  up  all  the  necessary  official  political 
positions, official site, ministries and other sections for administration of the territory and 
sistem civilization.

Constitution

Chapter Two
Representatives of the country

1. President of the Council of Ministers and the representatives of the country will become the 
person who established the Constitution. This means that the founders of the constitution 
becomes the representative of the Ministerial Council.

2. Representatives of the Council of Ministers shall, jointly main decision-making power by 
the Minister's decision.

3. Representatives of the Council of Ministers has the right to create own office, then a duty to 
supervise the secretariat, archives and functions of the Council of Ministers. Then they must 
communicate with the public affairs of the nation.

Representatives of the country

Chapter Three
Ministerial Council

1. Ministerial  Council  discusses  all  the  important  needs  in  the  direction  of  legislation, 
development of country and city, security in the country, social security obligations and the 
duties of government, other the duties of the Minister.

2. The  members  of  the  autonomous  government  must  come from the  territory of  Western 
Sahara.

3. Ministerial Council then has a duty to decide according to the results of national surveys and 



according to the National Voting and national points. Ministerial Council must then ensure 
the right decision for ensure the maintenance function Sistema and civilization in operation, 
without harming the nation and make a protest main communities.

4. Ministerial  Council  meets  in  every  Monday  and  Wednesday  at  Council  headquarters. 
Another meeting in the next days are not mandatory for the ministers and representatives of 
the country.

5. Ministerial Council consists of government ministers and representatives of the city. The 
Ministerial Council shall meet at together representatives of governments, the founder of the 
constitution.

6. If  at  least  60% of  the  nation will  demand cessation  of  functions  of  Ministers,  the  then 
government of the country so everything must obey. Autonomous government of the country 
must empty positions immediately replaced by a new person.

7. Anyone meeting politician has a right to political legitimacy against the law, unless he shall 
not exploit political rights for endangering the freedom of nations and the abuse of another's 
property without a legitimate reason.

8. Political parties have the right to use what political financial currency which is conducted 
under  the  Sistema  dual-Inter-Value.  All  profits  will  be  utilized  in  the  possession  of 
government land. This sistem is used only for the provision of human needs and the needs 
for political communication, do their job.

Ministerial Council

Chapter Four
Ministry

1. Ministry consist of the following basic sections. Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Foreign 
Relations, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Social 
Security, Ministry of a media education, the Ministry of National elections and communicate 
with  the  nation,  the Ministry for  measuring  the  satisfaction  of  Nations,  the Ministry of 
Regional  Development  and  Maintenance,  Ministry  of  Industry,  Ministry  of  Agriculture, 
Ministry services, the Ministry of Finance and trade, Ministry of registration of rights and 
valuable stamps, Ministry of transport, Ministry of Water Management, Ministry of Ecology, 
Ministry of Justice,  Ministry of Security,  Department of the Army.  Represent of Central 
Bank, OFFICE of observer.

2. Each minister must have confirmation of the ability to lead by the ministry. Confirmation in 
the form of education, in the form of a practice or training course.

3. Ministry based on the then guided the next lower authorities and institute government which 
fall into the same category with the Ministry.

4. Political activity every minister is entirely public.

Ministry

Chapter Five
Central Bank

1. Bank decides on the establishment and maintenance of a system of exchange. Sistemy for 
national currency and political currency.

2. Main coin is the Sahara Coins, Bank decides on the use of other a coin.
3. The Bank maintains management of the coins and the price of paper.



4. The Bank has the right to the establishment of funds and award fund other clients. Bank 
decides on Sistema fund accounts. The bank owns the rights for determining the type of 
account and other economic services according to necessarily strategy.

5. The Bank collects all statistics on the country and the whole market.

Central Bank

Chapter Six
Nation

1. Anyone who is inhabitant of Western Sahara and than has the right to citizenship by western  
Sahara.

2. Nations, each population of Western Sahara has all rights to private life, safety. Everyone 
has  the  right  to  use  collateral  social  security,  education  and work,  communicate,  travel 
abroad, to defend their own views before the Court, get defense against foreign courts, at the 
same time defend their culture and religion, share your own opinion and freedom, everyone 
has  a  right  to  medical  furnace,  educate,  disseminate  their  private  or  public  property  in 
accordance  according to  social  rights  and justice  in  the  interests  of  the law.  Nations  of 
Western Sahara has a  right  to  all  civil  rights  by the United Nations,  especially the UN 
Charter of Human Rights.

3. Any citizen or other person from abroad has all rights to use his country's human rights and 
must never have the opportunity to violate the rights of others. Everyone can take advantage 
Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations.

4. Constitution  of  the  Autonomous  Government  of  the  territory  of  Western  Sahara  shall 
forward all rights for each citizen and resident of Western Sahara, the right to express their 
own opinion in national opinion polls, surveys and questionnaires. No one shall against the 
advice of other people and express any threats or to promote human and forcibly restricted, 
or otherwise block personal freedom. Everyone should always have a right to his personal 
life and always make decisions accordingly. Voting can always utilizes every citizen who 
will participate in the vote.

5. Nation Western Sahara always has the right to express their views through the national polls. 
Opinion may be expressed in the form of a poll it before or after hearing the Ministerial  
Council. Nation has the right to ask for a new decision by the Ministerial Council. Nation 
has the right to join a majority vote and offer their own decisions. The Ministerial Council 
must then decide in the interest and direction according to the National Polls and issue a 
ruling if the ruling will apply,, public affairs'.

6. Nation in the Western Sahara has all rights to express their dissent against the decision of the 
Ministerial Council and also may require to enter their own opinion for a common national 
votes and express your opinion or public national march that will not harm human rights and 
property of other citizens.

7. Nation has all the rights for making decisions in the form of national self-determination and 
the creation of a new government of the country.

8. If the nation will have to change in the interests of the current minister and the new minister 
to replace the position, then the nation is all right for voting for change minister. Request for 
a change of minister must be authorized and in accordance with the rules, the Minister must 
commit errors or damage to the right. Then the voting rights applicable.

9. Nation  has  full  rights  to  use  judicial  commission  which  can  be  used  to  control  the 
government of the country or other governmental Sistema, political parties.

10. Any  person  of  foreign  countries,  persons  without  citizenship  Sahara  autonomous 
government must first before entering into territories apply the Visum, allowed to enter and 
show your card, report the reasons the way and let the investigating police check. Then, if 



allowed, it is possible to enter the territory or use their power.
11. Government country issues other citizens abroad to apply for citizenship in the country. 

Government of the Autonomous Republic must confirm citizenship, then it is valid.
12. Everyone has the right for filing requirements to extend the constitution and the law, and 

participate together on the political development of the governments and peoples.

Nation

Chapter Seven
Representatives from the United Nation or African Union, supervision

1. The observer  is  the  person that  determines  the  United  Nations,  African  Union or  other 
legitimate political organization. The observer may be a person from the Organization for 
the promotion of human rights.

2. The observer oversees the declaration of rights and agreements, activities of governments, 
respect for human rights, the entire function of Sistema, security.

3. Observer's official site is at the headquarters of the Ministerial Council.

Representatives from the United Nation or African Union, supervision

Chapter Eight
Courts of the country

1. The courts are formulated to ensure most equitable decision in the direction of each conflict. 
courts  are forced to impartially against  any situation to take a decision that is based on 
justice and law and order and compliance with all the rights of citizens, for the good of 
society.

2. Courts own legislative committee that aims to extending the rights and laws of the country 
according to a just right and the need to maintain Sistema civilization.

3. Legislative Committee must wait for the Ministerial Council for obtaining confirmation of 
new legislation or other proposal.

4. The  Judge  must  always  be  a  person  who  has  experience  and  practice  in  legislative 
committee.

5. Any rule of court must always be respected and enforced.
6. The Ministerial Council has the right to appeal against the position of Chief The Judge and 

as a judge to replace another person. Such decisions must always be valid and justified, 
based on the real reasons. Check this decision will be made by the Commission for review.

7. Next, the Court based on the Independent Commission for Justice, National Commission for 
Justice and national points of view, the Commission Against Corruption and anonymous 
surveillance,  then  the  Commission  to  maintain  order  and  ensure  cooperation  by  the 
constitution.

8. Every citizen has full rights to defend himself before the courts of the country and take 
advantage of all the help for his defense.

9. Ministerial Council and the Commission for legislation seeks to develop the country's laws 
and  extending  the  rights.  Supervision  of  the  right  of  national  self-determination. 
Commission  and Ministerial  Council  maintain and extend several  kinds  Code.  Banking, 
financial  intermediation.  Apartments  and  commercial  spaces.  Religion.  Duty,  customs 
policy. Taxes and fees. Transportation. Intellectual property. Energy and industry, mining. 
Finance,  financial  law.  Geology,  geodesy,  cartography.  Checking  the  control  system. 
Culture, tourism, entertainment, hobbies, lottery. Deserts, management and administration 



space. Human rights. International law and international relations. Civil rights. Business, 
business,  business  law.  Defense  of  the  country,  army,  military  law.  Population  and 
Citizenship.  Waste  management  and  recycling.  Insurance.  Post  and telecommunications, 
internet  and  other  communication  technologies.  Employment  law and human  resources. 
Family law. Social policy, social security and care. And Judiciary branches of government, 
the policy function.  Construction and architecture.  Education and training. Criminal law. 
Accounting.  Science,  technology,  research,  documentation.  Water  management.  Health. 
Agriculture and food industry. Environment. Another different direction laws.

10. The courts  and the Commission for the Supervision of self-determination,  prohibits  any 
political party any attempt to damage or block any rights to the opposition parties. No one is  
allowed to damage of the other party. If it is confirmed that a political party violates the 
freedom and right to comment on other kinds Political parties, such as opposition, then the 
nations of Western Sahara acquires the right to petition for the organization of a national 
agreement which is directed against the party that operates harming rights of the opposition. 
If the nations of Western Sahara to acquire more than 55% of the total number nations of 
Western Sahara, signatures against political parties that violate the freedom and rights of 
others, then the political party blocked and may not require self-determination in its favor. 
National  decisions  was successful  and the  political  parties  have  a  majority vote  against 
councilors parties, it is useless to try to get support.

Courts of the country

End of Constitution

Instead of signing: Europe, Portugal, Lisbon

The time and date of signature: 17:00/26.08.2014

Signature Founder The Constitution 

Amendments to the constitution



Appendix founder: 

My goal for maintaining sovereignty is to create better schools and support school development, 
education, direction for education and profession. Ensuring hospitals and health care quality, plenty 
of pharmaceuticals, qualified personnel, modernization of hospitals. Agricultural development and 
production to ensure the strength to maintain a good level of quality, efforts to secure all necessary 
for agricultural production and the creation of a strong and rapid development in the direction of 
agriculture,  horticulture,  animal  husbandry and fish.  The development  of industry and ensuring 
valuable financial currency, stronger positions in banks, stronger value of the internal market and 
good quality, widespread economic networks and the elimination of poverty and unemployment. 
City  maintenance  and  development  of  the  modern  city,  creating  a  modern  center  and  support 
infrastructure, fabrication, transportation and connected all the cities. Support for refurbishment and 
re-repaired ruined cities. Support for transport and ensure the recovery track and transport direction, 
reviving civilization. The development of utilities, water and site water pipes in agricultural farms, 
air conditioning, heating plants, energy, power plants, water purifying site, other industrial site. The 
development of communication and communication networks, development of public media and 
freedom of the nation. Development of urban services and the quality of the wine, theater, opera, 
spa,  outdoor  swimming  pool,  a  center  for  education  and  education,  sports  centers,  cinemas, 
stadiums,  museums and galleries,  restaurants,  shopping centers,  stock  exchanges,  entertainment 
centers, many others. Development of mosques Improving the quality of satisfaction of the nation, 
the creation of the prestigious environment. Ensuring the safety of the whole country, eliminating 
the threat of occupation and political rights abuses effort, putting human rights of peoples and uses 
brutality. Education, providing of information to the national law and international law. Given full 
freedom and opportunity to use their free way of life. Trying to reach a value of developed country 
on the planet.
My interest is also run in a National self-determination. I'm interested to found the sovereignty of 
the Western Sahara, under the law it's been over ten years. I have interests in supporting all right 
and not to abuse their power. I swear that my effort is only in the good and for the good of others.

At the same time, I want to say that a UN Security Council must discuss the fair value of the  
current situation. The French Government is working on the biggest cold-blooded and mass 
murders in the history of mankind. Murder for 200,000,000 children for support of national 
vomiting reality show. At the same time alienated several kvadriliard that at least 170 euros 
governments  of  countries  on  this  planet.  Vlada  France  supports  terrorism  largest  in  the 
history of mankind. If this constitution is confirmed, then it is surely the soon to be launched 
by the International Court proceedings against France. Please understand France must obtain 
a blockade in deciding on the resolution in each case my person.

Signature of Founder

Instead of signing: Europe, Portugal, Lisbon

The time and date of signature: 17:00/26.08.2014



Requirement for confirmation of authorization to introduce autonomous 
sovereignty  of  the  Government  for  the  territory  of  Western  Sahara. 
Requirement for confirmation by the United Nations Security Council. 

The representative of Great Britain in the UN Security Council 
Stamp, signature, other confirmation 

The representative of the Russian Federation in the UN Security Council 
Stamp, signature, other confirmation 

The representative of China Popular republic in the UN Security Council 
Stamp, signature, other confirmation 

The representative of the United States of America in the UN Security Council 
Stamp, signature, other confirmation 

The representative of France republic in the UN Security Council 
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

The Secretary General of the United Nations
The Request for reimbursement of France. Sanction against Global Terrorism.

Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature Founder Constitution
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of Ministers in the Council of Ministers
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Instead of signing: 

The time and date of signature: __:__/__.__.20__

Requirement for confirmation of authorization, UNSC



Requirement for confirmation of authorization to introduce autonomous 
sovereignty  of  the  Government  for  the  territory  of  Western  Sahara. 
Requirement for confirmation by the United Nations General Assembly. To 
confirm the need for immediate ensure law and order in Western Sahara.

Representative of the government of the country in the General Assembly of the United 
Nations.

Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature Founder Constitution
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of Ministers in the Council of Ministers
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Instead of signing: 

The time and date of signature: __:__/__.__.20__

Requirement for confirmation of authorization, UNGA



Plea  for  promoting  political  cooperation  between  the  Autonomous 
Government of the countries of  Western Sahara and the United Nations.

Plea for conducting joint debates, political cooperation for mutual agreement and strategy for the 
identification of common objectives, providing security and economic cooperation, cooperation for 
development  of  our  country,  our  collaboration  with  organizations  pleading  for  support  for 
communication  with  other  countries  in  your  alliance.  Plea  for  support  for  the  status  of  the 
autonomous government that is based on the value of legitimate and backed by foreign entities. 
My effort  for  joint  cooperation to  ensure good success  on behalf  of  all  international  rules  and 
human standards, according to UN Declaration and other agreements.

Signature Founder The Constitution
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of the representative of the United Nations
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of Ministers in the Council of Ministers
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Instead of signing: 

The time and date of signature: __:__/__.__.20__

Plea for promoting political cooperation, UN



Plea  for  promoting  political  cooperation  between  the  Autonomous 
Government of the countries of  Western Sahara and the African Union.

Plea for conducting joint debates, political cooperation for mutual agreement and strategy for the 
identification of common objectives, providing security and economic cooperation, cooperation for 
development  of  our  country,  our  collaboration  with  organizations  pleading  for  support  for 
communication  with  other  countries  in  your  alliance.  Plea  for  support  for  the  status  of  the 
autonomous government that is based on the value of legitimate and backed by foreign entities. 
My effort  for  joint  cooperation to  ensure good success  on behalf  of  all  international  rules  and 
human standards, according to UN Declaration and other agreements.

Signature Founder The Constitution
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of Ministers in the Council of Ministers
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of the representative of the African Union
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Instead of signing: 

The time and date of signature: __:__/__.__.20__

Plea for promoting political cooperation, AU



Confirmation forms of political legitimacy for autonomous constitution by 
western  Sahara.  Confirmation  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of 
Foreign  Countries.  Confirmation  to  enable  and  support  to  implement 
autonomous sovereignty in the territory of Western Sahara. Autonomous 
sovereignty which is conducted to support the human rights of peoples of 
Western  Sahara  and  to  support  national  self-determination,  the  rights 
raised by United Nations Security Council resolutions by Self.

Confirmation of Representatives forms of government
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

The representing the countries
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature Founder The Constitution
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Signature of Ministers in the Council of Ministers
Stamp, signature, other confirmation

Instead of signing: 

The time and date of signature: __:__/__.__.20__

Granted political legitimacy for autonomous sovereignty in Western Sahara


